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EASTER LILY - 1977

With Christmas hardly over, we are concerned with a lily crop. Many recommenda
tions are given each year on 'how to do it.' Rarely does one inform you if it worked.

Last spring at our Holiday Plant Day (March 31, 1976) at Monroe, N. C, we had
an opportunity to hear a stimulating talk on Easter Lily Culture by Dr. Harold Wilkins,
University of Minnesota. In the December, 1975, N. C. Flower Growers' Bulletin, I had
an opportunity to refer to one of Dr. Wilkins1 recommendations:"... until February 5,
1976, force at a temperature between 65° and 70°F. Do not permit temperatures to go
above 70°F until February 5, 1976." He also advised growers to drop the temperature
5°F (early Easter) or 10° (late Easter) between January 21 and February 1. During this
period when flower bud formation takes place, adjust night temperature to 55° and
day temperature to 60 - 65°F.

Recently, I heard from Sigvart Jorgen
sen, Patterson's Flowers, Shelby, N. C,
who stated, "the 1976 lily crop was one of
the best we have ever had. The bulbs were

good and the winter very sunny. We cooled
at 55°F from January 22 to February 5, and
manipulated the temperature later. The
timing was timing was almost perfect." Dr.
Wilkins indicated it works, Sig confirms
it. You may wish to give this treatment to
your lilies this year to improve your lily
bud count and quality!

Dr. Wilkins also recommends for this

Easter (April 10) one week of lighting.
Upon shoot emergence, the long day insur
ance policy can go into effect by lighting
immediately upon shoot emergence for one
to two weeks at 15 foot candles from 10

p.m. to 3 a.m. (five hours).

Hyman Young, Jr., Asheville, inspects lily
plant height for his 1976 crop.

BOTHERED WITH HIGH HUMIDITY-BOTYRTIS, MILDEW?

Rather than watch a crop ruined with 'gray mold' (Botyrtis) or powdery mildew,
there is something you may do besides dumping the customary number of fungicides on
your crop.

1. Realize that Botyrtis, mildew are most troublesome at nighttime high relative
humdities.

2. Warm air holds more water vapor than cold air (increasing the temperature of
air 20°F doubles the amount of moisture the air may hold). Relative humidity, there
fore, is a fraction in terms of percentage that states the amount of water vapor in
air compared to the amount it could actually hold at that temperature.
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3. Greenhouses are usually quite humid (result of transpiration from plants and i£*
evaporation of water from soil, walks, etc.). ^-?

4. At the end of the day, as the temperature decreases in the greenhouse; the
relative humidity increases.

Recommendation:

a. One hour before sunset, turn your exhaust fans on for one to two minutes (Most
systems are designed to give one air exchange per minute). Inlets must be open to
allow fresh air to enter from the outside.

b. The newly introduced air is usually cold (late fall, winter, early spring) than
existing greenhouse air.

c. Since the new, introduced air is colder, its capacity to hold water is less than
the exhausted warm air.

d. Heat systems must be activated to warm this new, introduced air immediately. ^Jery
little fuel is required!

e. As a result of bringing new cooler air into the greenhouse and heating to the de
sired temperature, the relative humidity may be significantly reduced.

Example:

Assume a greenhouse at 4 p.m. in January has an air temperature of 60°F and a
relative humidity of 80%. The outside temperature is 35°F and the air is saturated
with moisture (100% relative humidity). Evacuate the air in the greenhouse as
described previously and introduce the cooler, moist air from outside. Heat the new,
cold-moist air to 60°F immediately. The resulting new relative humidity is 40%.

Try it; your plants might like it.

**********

A Glimpse At Cyclamen Production in the Phytotron

V. P. Bonaminio, Research Horticulturist

At one time cyclamen was the leader in Christmas pot plant sales in this country.
During that era it took 18-20 months, seed to flower, to produce a salable crop of
cyclamen. Greenhouses were run at cool night temperatures and central heating in homes
was virtually unheard of so the long production cycle on the one hand was counter
balanced by the long lasting quality once the plants were in the consumers' homes. For
two very good reasons, as the number of centrally heated homes increased the popularity
of the cyclamen as a potted plant decreased. First, because homes were being run
warmer during the winter months the long lasting quality of cyclamen in the hands of
the homeowner was severely reduced. Second, new cultivars of poinsettia were being
introduced which grew quite well and were relatively long lasting at the warmer green
house and home temperatures.
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